
TIPS & TRICKS: NEW LAPTOP 
 

Size of the laptop 
Avoid going below 13" 
⋅ 13": 33 cm → Easy to travel with, but not ideal to use an entire day without external 

screen. 
⋅ 14": 35 cm → Easy to travel with, but not ideal to use an entire day without external 

screen. 
⋅ 15": 39 cm = recommended, comfortable to work with on a daily basis. 
⋅ 17”: 44cm → very heavy devices, not recommended if you have different working 

stations. 
 

Display 
⋅ Resolution: the more pixels, the more info can be displayed 

Full HD is highly recommended (nowadays the default = 1920 x 1080 pixels) 
⋅ Color range: consider this when using the device for video/photo editing 
⋅ Brightness: the brighter, the better to work with in bright spaces. Standard laptops have 

a brightness of between 200 to 300 nits, which is enough to work indoors. 
 

Connections 
⋅ USB-A versus USB-C (thunderbold): number depending on what you want to connect 

externally, it is best to provide at least 3 USB-A connections and 1 USB-C (if possible 
thunderbold for fast data transfer, power supply, etc.). 

 
⋅ Monitor connection: standard HDMI, in some laptops there is only a Displayport 

connection - adapter cables exists. 

 
⋅ Pay attention to the possibility of being able to work wired as well - provide a network 

connection if you deem it necessary. 

  
 

  



Battery operation time  
Tests have shown that the manufacturer's information can usually not be trusted. Depending 
on the purposes for which the device is to be used: 
⋅ Thin, small laptops usually have a low battery < 50Wh 
⋅ Gaming laptops best a higher battery > 70Wh 
 
Working memory and storage capacity 
Storage 
SSD works much better and faster, compared to traditional hard drives. These traditional 
hard drives are no longer recommended. 
Volume           
⋅ 128GB  SSD quickly fills up when installing Windows and programmes 

Leaves little space for other files 
⋅ 256GB Minimum recommended 
⋅ 512GB Is recommended if you also want to save photos on the device 
Working memory 
⋅ 4GB  Is strongly discouraged 
⋅ 8GB  Recommended, ideal for simultaneous use of multiple programmes 
⋅ 16GB Needed when you want to make heavier operations, such as photo and video 

editing 
Mind the expansion possibilities of your memory, depending on the degree programme 
you have applied to. Be sure to check the student portal for more information! 
 

Processor 
Last year, AMD's Ryzen 4000 series has greatly improved the performance of the Intel 
processors in many areas. 
In general, processors nowadays have 2 or 4 cores. A processor with 2 cores is called dual-
core, a processor with 4 cores quad-core. Each core can take on a different task, so the more 
cores, the faster the processor. 
⋅ For standard work, a dual-core processor is fine 
⋅ For more creative work we recommend to have a quad-core processor 
⋅ For really heavy work or heavy calculations it's best to opt for even higher 6 - 8 core, 

processors but this will increase the price of the device enormously. 
 

Videocard 

A standard integrated video card is usually sufficient unless you are going to use the laptop 
for gaming, video editing, heavy drawing programmes ...  
 


